WAX MELTER, STAINLESS STEEL, SMALL WITH BURNER
This device is intended for recovery wax of the frames of bee and drought using the steam bath.It consists of
an external tank, where is the water and the basket located frame or drought. Accessory is stool gas, so that
heating tank with water get some steam.
Machine's parameter :
- Height : 495 mm
- Material : stainless steel
- Power supply : LPG
Frame basket dimensions :
- Width : 290 mm,
- Length : 445 mm,
- Heigth : 330 mm;
Tank dimensions :
- Length - 515mm
- Width - 360 mm
- Height - 495 mm
- Diameter of the drain - 1 "
- Water inlet diameter - 20 mm

it should be filled with
water up to this level

Control point of water level

Accessories :
- 8kW power gas stool
- Power supply – LPG
WARNING !

Gas cylinder connected to the burner via a pressure regulator for gas!
Receive device for melting wax:
13 slices Dadant
16 slices Wielkopolskich
Capacity whole frame:
7 - 10 frames Wielkopolskich, Ostrowski
7 - 10 frames Warsaw Ordinary
7 - 10 frames Dadant
Warsaw Extendible frame does not fit

Description of operation
1.Pour the tank with water to the level of the drain pipe.
2.Fill the basket of frames or drought.
3.The device replace the lid.
4.Burner placed under the device so that the flame heat up the entire bottom surface of the device.
5.Wait until the formation of steam and sail melted wax.
6.After melting the batch check the water level and the possible lack of make up.
7.Refill basket of frames or drought.
8.Steps 6 and 7 are repeated until the end of melting.
9.After the process is complete turn off the burner and gas cylinder.
10.Clean the basket and prepare it for the next use.

